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ABSTRACT
A composition of an integer M is a finite string of integers s = SiS2 - - ’ Sk with 
s 1+52+ • • • +sk = M . Given a set of positive integers A =■ {alfa 2* • * • ,an } with a x < a2 < • • • < an, 
a string s is an A-composition of M if each i, e A . Consider the following decision problem; Given a 
set A of positive integers and an integer M , does there exist an A -composition of M l  This problem is 
NP-complete even under the restrictions that anla\<b , a constant, and M la\ < p(n),  a polynomial in 
n . Consequently, the optimization problem of finding an A -composition of some integer as close to M 
as possible is NP-hard. We will consider the related counting problem; Find the number of A - 
compositions of integers in the interval (M -a ¡/2M +a ¡/2]. We will show that this problem is #P- 
complete. The primary aim of this paper is to demonstrate that a probabilistic search algorithm (Simu­
lated Annealing) can be used to
(i) generate a random A -composition from the set of such compositions of integers in the interval 
(M -a i/2M+a\/2], and
(ii) count the number of such compositions. We will demonstrate that the SA algorithm can serve as 
the basis for a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme to solve this counting prob­
lem.
In addition, we will analyze the performance of the SA algorithm to solve the optimization prob­
lem of finding A-compositions of integers close to M . As an application of this analysis, we show 
that if A is a fixed set of integers with greatest common divisor 1, then the SA algorithm can generate 
a random A -composition of an integer M in O (A/7) steps.
Key Words: Integer Compositions, Simulated Annealing, Combinatorial Optimization and Enumera­
tion.
AMS Subject Classification: 05A15, 68Q25, 60J10.
11. Introduction
Suppose we are given a set A = {a j, • • • ,an } of positive integers with a x<a2< • • ■ <an, and a 
positive integer M called the target. Let s = S\S2 • • ' sm be a string of elements of A , i.e., s.e A for 
i=l,2, • • jn . Define w(s) = s i+stf- • • • sm as the weight of the string s, / (s) = m as the length of s, 
and c(s) = |w(s) -  M  | as the cost of s. The string s can be considered as a composition [1] of the 
integer w (s) with the parts of the composition being elements of the set A . Consider the following 
problem;
IC: Given the set A and target M , find a string s of minimum cost c (s).
which we refer to as the Integer Composition (IC) problem.
If the solution of IC were obtained, it would be possible to decide whether there exists a string s 
whose weight is w (s) = M  for a given set A and target M . This is equivalent to determining whether 
a composition of the integer M into elements of A (termed an A-composition) exists, and this decision 
problem is NP-complete, though pseudo-polynomial [2] [3].
Let S (M ,a ^  denote the set of A -compositions of integers in the interval (M-a {/2M+a f2 \. The 
following counting problem, called Composition Counting (CC) is associated with IC.
CC: Given the set A and a positive integer M, compute the cardinality \S (M,a {) |.
We will show that the CC problem is #P-complete; hence, it is hard to find \S(M,a{) | in general. A 
natural problem associated with CC is the following random generation problem, called Generate Com­
positions (GC):
GC: Given the set A and target Af, generate a random element of S (M ,a {) almost uniformly with 
high probability.
We will see that an algorithm to solve the GC problem leads to an approximation method to count 
\S<MAd\.
One approach to solving all three of the problems mentioned above is to use a probabilistic 
search algorithm such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [4]. The main ingredients of the SA algorithm are; 
a finite state space ft of possible solutions, a cost function c :ft—>R, and a neighborhood structure
N :Cl 2n (where 2a denotes the power set of Cl). The SA algorithm essentially simulates the Mar­
kov chain representing random moves in ft, where a move occurs from a state se ft to a state te ft if
teA(s), and the probability of the move from s to t depends on c(s) -  c(t), and a parameter T called
the temperature. (See Section 2 for details). The SA algorithm is easy to describe and implement, and 
has been used with success in solving hard optimization problems such as VLSI layout area and wir­
ing length minimization [5][4]. The random walk, which corresponds to the SA algorithm with T 
has also been used with success in some random generation problems, as well as counting problems 
[6][7].
In this paper we attempt to address the following issues, for a given set A and target M ;
2(i) Study the computational complexity of using the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm as a ran­
dom generator of elements of the set S (M ,a 0  (or S (M ,2a j)). We are looking for a result of the 
following type: Given oo>0, is it possible to generate a random element of S(M,ax) (or 
S(M ,2a i)) almost uniformly * with probability >1—co and with computational effort bounded by 
a polynomial in n, |logco|?
(ii) Given a scheme for uniform random generation of elements from S (M ,2a i) as in (i) above, show 
that a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme (FPRAS) [7][8] to solve the CC prob­
lem can be devised. Given co, 5 >0, a FPRAS finds |S(M with relative error <8 (i.e. with 
error < 5 \S(M i) |), and probability >l-co with computational effort bounded by a polynomial 
in n , 1/co and 1/5.
(iii) Study the behavior of SA when used as an approximation algorithm to solve IC. In other words, 
given CkScl and cocl, determine the time taken by the SA algorithm to find with probability 
> 1-co, an A -composition of some integer M* e (M~8a x/2M+§a x/2\.
Throughout this paper, we will impose the following restrictions on the set A and target M .
(Rl) The set A satisfies anlax < b where ¿>>1 is a constant.
(R2) The target M satisfies M /a x < B(n),  where B(n)  is some polynomial in n.
The problem of deciding if M has an A -composition remains NP-complete under the restrictions 
(Rl) and (R2) [3]. Regarding the elements of S (M ,a{), note that it is easy to find an A -composition of 
some integer between M - a x/2 and M+ax/2, because a sufficiently long string (whose length is either 
[M/a J  or \M/a x]) of consecutive a f s  will suffice. On the other hand, we will show that counting 
the number of elements of S (M ,a:) is as hard as finding the number of A -compositions of M , and 
thus, the CC problem is #P-complete (see [9] for examples of other #P-complete problems).
Proposition 1.1: Suppose A and M  satisfy restrictions (Rl) and (R2). Then computing |S(M ,a1)| is 
as hard as finding the number of A -compositions of M . Consequently, CC is #P-complete.
Proof: Let %{k) denote the number of A-compositions of integers in the range ( k - a x,k], and let \\t(k) 
denote the number of A-compositions of the integer k itself. Let B = [Mla{\, which is restricted to 
have polynomial growth in n = |A | by (R2). Then,
B-2 B—2
y(M) = 2  x(M ~ J a l ) “  E  X(M -  l -  ja i ) + \\f(M -  (B-l)ai)  (1)
7=0 7=0
But 0 < M -(JB -\)ax < a x. Moreover, \|/(0) = ^ (a j) = 1, and y(k)  = 0 for all 0 < k < a x (See Sec­
tion 6 of this paper for details). Hence, vjf(M -  (B -l)a i) is either 0 or 1. This means that y(M) can 
be found (from (1)) by solving a polynomial number of CC instances.
On the other hand, clearly M  has an A-composition if and only if 1. Hence, the count­
ing problem CC is as hard as solving the IC problem, which remains NP-complete under restrictions
t  The term almost uniformly will be made precise in Section 7 of this paper.
3(Rl) and (R2). Therefore, CC is #P-complete [9], □
Note that Proposition 1.1 can be easily modified to show that, under restrictions (Rl) and (R2), 
finding \S(M,ta{)\ is #P-complete for any f>l. We thus observe a phenomenon common to several 
#P-complete problems, namely the existence of sets T, for which it is easy to find one element of T, 
but hard to count the number of elements in T. The most celebrated example of this kind is the set of 
maximum matchings in a graph; A maximum matching in a graph can be found in polynomial time, 
but counting the number of matchings of any specified size is #P-complete [9]. There is often an 
equivalence between finding |T | and random generation of elements of T [10], and this equivalence is 
the basis of many probabilistic methods to solve counting problems [7] [8]. We will show that this 
equivalence also holds between the CC and GC problems, and hence, the generation of random ele­
ments of S (M ,a i) is as hard as counting |S (M ¡) | .
Recently, Jerrum and Sinclair [7] proposed an efficient approximation algorithm to compute the 
permanent of a nxn  0-1 matrix which is equivalent to counting the number of perfect matchings in 
the bipartite graph associated with the matrix. Their approach consisted of using a rapidly converging 
random walk to simulate a unifoim distribution on a set of matchings in the graph corresponding to the 
0-1 matrix. This was used in conjunction with a sampling method [8] to estimate the permanent of the 
given matrix. We will show that this approach can be adapted to produce a FPRAS for counting 
|S(M ,zz x) | . The main ingredient of this FPRAS is a scheme to solve the GC problem for the set 
S(M ,2a i). This scheme uses a rapidly converging Simulated Annealing chain on £2 which at equili­
brium is likely to be in the set S(M,2ax) with probability >1/4. The equilibrium distribution of this 
Markov chain will have the property that it is uniformly distributed within S (Af ,2a j). Thus, a repeated 
simulation of this Markov chain to equilibrium will generate a random element of S (.M ,2a with high 
probability. The primary tasks are; to show rapid convergence of this Markov chain to its equilibrium, 
and to show that the equilibrium distribution satisfies the above requirement In our work we consider 
in detail the GC problem of generating a random element of S (M ,a !), and from this, results about the 
GC problem for S (M ,2a j) can be obtained easily.
The IC problem is closely related to the Integer Knapsack (IK) problem [2], which can be stated 
in the following form;
IK: Given the set A and target integer M as before, find non-negative integers x { , x 2 , • • • , xn
n n
that maximize £  a,*,- subject to the constraint £  aixi -  M .
t=i i=i
IK is a well studied problem for which several deterministic approximation algorithms have been 
suggested [11][12]. For example, in [11], an approximation algorithm is presented which solves IK 
within relative error 8 of the optimum in 0 ( f  (S)n) steps, where /  is bounded by a polynomial in 1/5. 
For the IC problem, we have noted that it is easy to find an A -composition of some integer M ' with 
\M-M'\  < a \!2. The difficulty arises in finding an A -composition of some M ' with \M -M'\  < 5a \!2 
for a given 0<5<1. Our main interest in investigating (iii) is to study the performance of a simple pro­
babilistic search method such as SA for this purpose, especially because it will not require appreciably 
more effort to answer (iii) after answering (i) above. As an example of such an analysis, Sasaki and 
Hajek [13] considered the maximum matching problem in graphs, and their work shows that SA can be 
used as an approximation algorithm to solve this problem. This conclusion was arrived at by Jerrum 
and Sinclair [7] as well. We will show that there are certain families of sets A for which we can find a 
composition of an integer M ' with \M '-M  \ < Sa\ in 0 ( f? V ^ (5)) steps with sufficiently high
4probability, where f A is a function bounded by a polynomial in 1/8, and B = \M/a ^  is bounded by a 
polynomial in n under restriction (R2). On the other hand, if we relax restriction (R2) and concentrate 
on the asymptotic behavior of the computational complexity as a function of B = M l a y, we show that 
if A satisfies (Rl), then a string of cost < 5 ^  can be found with sufficiently high probability in 
0 (£  V (5)) steps, where /  is a function independent of the set A,  and bounded by a polynomial in 
1/5. This leads us to the conclusion that if A is a fixed set (say A = {7,9,36,81}), then an A - 
composition of any integer M  can be found in 0 {M 7) steps with sufficiently high probability. This 
result is significant since there can, in general, be exponentially many (in M)  A-compositions of an 
integer M . We have thus demonstrated a fast (in the sense of [6]) scheme to generate random A - 
compositions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief description of the 
SA algorithm, and its application to solving the IC and GC problems. In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we will 
consider the convergence of the SA Markov chain to its equilibrium, and derive bounds on the speed 
of this convergence. Section 6 is devoted to the study of the function \\f introduced in Proposition 1.1. 
In Section 7, we address the GC problem, and show that the SA algorithm can be used in a scheme to 
generate random elements of S (AT ,a ( and S (M ,2a j)) such that the conditions raised in (i) are met. 
We will then show that this solution of the GC problem leads to an FPRAS for the CC problem. In 
Section 8, we turn to the behavior of a SA based scheme to solve IC, and study the effect of the set A 
on the performance of this scheme.
2» The Fixed Temperature Simulated Annealing Algorithm
By the term fixed temperature simulated annealing (FTSA) algorithm, we mean the SA algorithm 
with temperature T held at a fixed value. We will start with a brief description of the FTSA algo­
rithm, and its application to solving the IC and GC problems. Let Q be a finite set of states with a cost 
function c: Cl -» R. Let x(k)  be the random variable denoting the state of the algorithm at time k, 
and let v{k) denote the probability distribution vector of x(k), with components 
vs(k) = Prob(x(k) = s) for any sei2. With each state s e  Q, we associate a neighborhood set 
/V(s)c£2, which satisfies the following assumptions:
(1) The neighborhood sets are symmetric; that is, te N (s) if and only if se/V(t).
(2) Given any two states s and t in Q, there exists a finite sequence of states Sq^ ,  • • • ,sm such that
Sq= s , sm=t, and s/+1e/V(S/), for each /=0,1, • • • ,m -\. This condition is often referred to as the
reachability requirement.
In addition, we define a weighting function 0:i2xQ-»R+. We assume that 9(s,t) = 0(t,s) for all 
s,te i2. For each se £2, let
P(s) = 2  9(s,t): (2)
teN(s)
Given the neighborhood structure and the weighting function, the FTSA algorithm simulates a 
Markov chain on Q whose transition probabilities are controlled by a parameter T called the tempera­
ture, as follows. Suppose that the present state is x(£)=s. The algorithm then randomly picks a state 
te/V(s) with probability 0(s,t)/p(s). If c(t) < c(s), it sets the next state to be x(k+\)  = t. However, if 
c(t) > c(s), it sets the next state to be x{k+1) = t with probability p = and x (k-i-l) = s
with probability 1 - p . In other words, if c (t) > c (s), then the algorithm accepts t as the next state with
5probability p or remains in the present state s with probability 1 - p .
The FTSA algorithm thus simulates a time-homogeneous Markov chain with an equilibrium dis­
tribution vector n = [7ts] given by [14]
(3(s)
e-cWT
£  p(t) e**®'7' '
teii
(3)
Remark 2.1: The SA algorithm when originally proposed [4], used a cooling schedule wherein the
parameter T was gradually reduced from an initial value. It was later shown [14] [15] [16] that for an 
appropriately chosen cooling schedule, the SA chain would converge with probability 1 to a globally 
minimum state. However, the FTSA algorithm is a time-homogeneous Markov chain which is much 
easier to analyze. If T is chosen appropriately, then the FTSA algorithm can be used as a probabilistic 
approximation method to solve the maximum matching problem in graphs [13], and has been used to 
develop a FPRAS to find the permanent of a 0-1 matrix [7].
62.1 The FTSA algorithm for the IC and GC problems :
Let A be the set of integers 0<ai<a2< • • • <an, and let M>0 be the target Define B -  |—  |.
The FTSA algorithm for the IC and GC problems will be characterized by a number h>0, and for this 
reason will be denoted the FTSAh algorithm (or chain). The number h will affect only the cost func­
tion, and can be chosen at our discretion for a particular application. The state space, and the neigh­
borhood structure of the FTSAh chain are defined as follows.
Definition 2.2:
(1) A string s is a finite sequence of integers SiS2 • * • sm, with and m>0. The length of the
m
string s is then / (s) = m , the weight of the string is w (s)=  A string s is an A -
i=i
composition of the integer w(s).
2B
(2) The state space Q is the set of all strings with length at most 2B . Thus D has ^ n k elements.
k= 1
(3) The cost function ch :Q R  is defined by
ch( s) = <
|w(s) — M
if M — h/2 <w(s) < M + h/2 
otherwise
Let s = s \S2 • * • sm be a state in &  Then define the following sets;
m
Ndeiis) = u  {^1^2 •• • Si-iSM  • • • Sm} for 2 <m < 2B. (4)
l' = l
Nlxch(.S) =
m
u  u
¿=1 xeA
{■S 1*^2 • * • • *• Sm} for 1 <m < 2B. (5)
Waü(S) =
m+1
u  ui=l xeA
{•Sl52 * * Si-\XSiSi+l • • } for 1 <m < 2B. (6)
The set N ^  (s) denotes the strings obtained from s by adding an element of A to s at some position. 
Similarly Nexch (s) is the set of strings obtained by replacing an element of s with some element of A . 
Note that for any seQ, se Nexch (s). The set (s) is the set of strings obtained from s by removing
a single element of s .
Definition 2.3 : The neighborhood N(s) of s is defined in terms of N ^ ,  Nexch, as follows;
7N(s) = Nadd(s) Nexch(s) for m = 1,
N{s) = tf* /(s) U  N ^ ( s )  U  Nexch(s) for 2 < m  < 2 5 -1 ,
(7)
(8)
W(s) = A ^ (s )  U  tf« * (s) for m = 25 . (9)
Given a string s with length m, we have |7V(s) | < m + (l+m )/i +mn,  if m < 2 5 , and 
|A7(s)| < m + m n if m = 25. Since m<2B for any string in ft, the maximum size of any neigh­
borhood is at most iVmax = 5 nB.
We now define the weighting function 0:ftxft-*R+.
Definition 2.4: For s,t e ft, define
if s*t, te N(s)
0(s,t) = < 0 if te ft -  N(s)
k 2 N max -  |tf(s)| + l if s=t
GO)
Using (2) we see that p(s) = 2Nmax for all se ft in this case.
The FTSAh algorithm for a given h >0 and T >0 is a time-homogeneous Markov chain on ft. 
Suppose Q = [<7st] is the |f t |x |f t |  transition matrix of the FTSAh chain at temperature T. The off- 
diagonal (S5*t) entries of <2 are
0(S,t) e -[ch( t) -c h(s))+/T 
' 2N max if teW(S>
0 if t e Q—N(s)
(ID
The diagonal entries of Q are given by
<7ss = 1 -  E  (12)
Let te =  [7ES] be the equilibrium distribution vector of the FTSAh chain, i.e., nQ = te and 
£  7ts = 1. Then using (3) and noting that p(s) = 2Nmax = lOnB for all se ft, we get
se ii
8e~*kW
= v  -chm  (13)
L  *
teii
It can also be shown that the FTSAh chain is reversible [18], i.e., ns q st = 7tt for all s,te Q More­
over, since > 1/2 for each s g Q , the chain is also aperiodic or primitive [17].
Remark 2.5 : To use the FTSAh chain for the GC problem for the set S(M ,a{), we would set h -  a v 
For this choice of h , the cost of all strings with weights between M+a\l2 and M ~ a {/2 is 0, and the 
equilibrium distribution it of the FTSAa  ^ chain satisfies (from (13)) ks — 7tt for s, te S {M ,a j). If we 
wish to find a random composition from the set S(Mjna{)  for some constant m> 1, we would set 
h = ma i. In general, the equilibrium distribution of the FTSAh chain is uniform on the set S {M ,h).
3. Convergence of the FTSAh Chain
If v(0) is the initial distribution vector of the FTSAh chain, described in Section 2, and v(k) is 
the distribution vector at time k, we have [17]
v(Jfc) = v(0) (14)
lim v(k)  = it (15)k—*co
Further, if X2(Q) is the second largest eigenvalue (in magnitude) of Q , then [17][18],
A(*) = || v(k) -  it || S |£1| (s*)1'2 |^(!2)l* (16)
where s n = max —  is called the skewness of the equilibrium distribution, and A(k) is the distance of
s,teQ 7tt
the FTSAh chain from convergence at step k . Thus, an upper bound for XjiQ) will provide an upper 
bound for the distance between v(k) and tc. Suppose we define z(Q) = -1/log |A^((2) I • Then it can 
be seen that the error A(k) in (16) is below 8>0 if k is larger than x(<2) ( log(l/5) + Gogi^/2 ). 
Thus, t(<2 ) is the time-constant of convergence of the FTSAh chain described by the transition matrix 
Q . Typically, a distance of |£2|-2 wiU be considered small enough for our purpose.
We can find more about A^ (<2) by examining a parameter of the reversible Markov chain called 
the conductance [7], defined as follows.
Definition 3.1 : The conductance §(Q ) is defined as
<K<2) = min sen
S  <7 St
seS
t€ n~s
seS
(17)
where the minimization is performed over all subsets S czQ with £  tis < 1/2. Knowledge of the
S€ S
parameter §(Q ) is in a sense equivalent to knowing ), as the following result shows.
9Theorem 32  [7]: For a reversible Markov chain with transition matrix Q satisfying 1/2 for all 
sg  £2, we have
1 - 2<|)(!2 ) < X202) < 1 - - ^ - .  (18)
As one might expect, the parameter §(Q ) is difficult to compute for a general chain. Jerrum and 
Sinclair used ingenious path counting arguments to estimate 0 for non-trivial Markov chains. In the 
next section, we will adapt these methods to get a lower bound for the conductance of the FTSAh 
chain.
4. A Lower Bound for the Conductance of the FTSAh Chain
Consider the FTSAh chain with transition matrix Q (with entries defined by (11) and (12)) and 
equilibrium distribution vector k as defined by (13). Define a matrix W with entries w st = 7ts qst for 
s,t€Q. Clearly, W is a symmetric matrix because the FTSAh chain is reversible. Our approach to 
finding a lower bound for the conductance §(Q) of the FTSAh chain is based on a technique intro­
duced by Jerrum and Sinclair [7]. We will summarize this technique briefly: The first step is to define, 
for each ordered pair (s,t)G OxO, a canonical path from s to t consisting of edges in the underlying 
edge-weighted graph of the matrix W , which is defined as follows.
Definition 4.1: The underlying graph G = (0 ,£ ) of the matrix W has vertex set O with the edge set 
E consisting of the pairs (b,c) with w5c * 0. With an edge (b,c) e E, we associate a weight w5ct .
For any subset S cO , let P (S) = £  and S = O- S .
s e S _
Also, define cut(S) = {(s,t)e£ : seS,  t e S }. Suppose for each s, t g O, we have defined a canonical 
path from s to t, denoted by X  (s,t) . Associate with X  (s,t) a weight KsKt. Suppose U is a subset of O 
such that P(JJ) -  £  ns < 1/2. Then the total weight of canonical paths from U to U is
se t /
£  jy t, = P(U)P(U) > Z g p - .  (19)
s e t / ,  teU  Z
Now, consider a single edge e = (b,c) g cut{U) with with weight w ^. Define Path (e) to be the set 
of canonical paths which use the edge e. In addition, suppose y  is a number with the property that, 
for any edge e = (b,c) g  E ,
2  7ts7tt < ywbc (20)
X(s,t)e Path (e)
The number y is a measure of the multiplicity of canonical paths that use the edge (b,c). If (20) is true 
for every edge e = (b,c) g cut(U), then for any UeQ,  with P{U) < 1/2, we get
2  wbc s  1  2  E  v .  ^ -z  £  _ v .  2 p (.u ). (2i)
(b,c)e cut (U) t ee cut (U) X (s,t)e Path (e) * se U ,te U ^  •
Since (21) is true for any U eQ  with P{U)<\!2, we conclude from Definition 3.1 that
t  To avoid a proliferation of symbols, we will use w to denote weights of strings (w (s) etc. ), as well as entries of the matrix W and 
edge-weights in G ( etc.). The exact meaning will usually be clear from the context in which it is used.
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The problem of getting a good lower bound for <Ki2) is thus reduced to the definition of an 
appropriate set of canonical paths so that the parameter y in (20) is as small as possible. The definition 
of these canonical paths for the FTSAh chain is a complicated and tricky task, and is discussed in the 
next section.
5. Canonical Paths for the FTSAh Chain
Consider the weighted graph G = (Q.JZ) corresponding to the matrix W as defined in Section 4. 
The weighted edge (b,c) e  E with weight can be considered to be a parallel combination of 4B2 
sub-edges labeled (b,c,k,l): k -  1, • • • ,2B, /=  1, • • • ,2B as shown in Figure 1. The sub-edge
Wfoc
(b,c,k,l) has weight w (hckJ) = ■— r. Let EM denote the resulting set obtained by writing each edge
4 B2
in £  as a parallel combination of 4B2 sub-edges. It can be easily seen that the weighted multi graph 
g m = represents the matrix W , and we can define canonical paths in g m to evaluate the con­
ductance.
We need to develop some more terminology. For each sub-edge (b,c,k,l) in Eu , let 
Path(b,c,k,l) denote the set of ordered pairs (s,t) whose canonical paths in GM use the sub-edge 
(b,c,k,/). Also, let o^cjcjy Path(b,c,k,l)—>Q. denote an encoding function for the sub-edge (b,c,£,/). 
We shall show that knowledge of the sub-edge (b,c,&,/) and its encoding function cj(b c^  /) completely 
determines the set Path(b,cjc,l). Suppose we are given two states s and t and are required to define a 
canonical path between them. We will construct the canonical path from s to t, and simultaneously 
define cj(bcjk>/)(s,t) for each sub-edge (b,c,k,l) in the s—>t canonical path. We define the s—>t canoni­
cal path based on the values of the lengths / (s) and / (t). There are four cases;
Case 1: / (s) + / (t) < I B .
Let s = s xs 2 * • * sk, and let t = t xt2 • * • tm, with k + m < 2B . We define the s—>t canonical 
path by specifying the sub-edges in the path. The general strategy of choosing the path is as follows. 
Starting from s, we move towards t by deleting elements of s and adding elements of t, so that the 
visited states have weights within an of w(s). Beyond a point, either all elements of s have been 
deleted or all elements of t have been added. If all elements of s have been deleted, we just add the 
remaining elements of t. If all elements of t have been added, we delete the remaining elements of s.
We will be more precise. Let 7(0) = s, and let I(q)  denote the qth state along the path, and 
Y(q) denote the q th sub-edge along the path for ^>1. When we select an sub-edge e in the s—>t 
canonical path we also define the encoding a e(s,t). F(q)  is an array that keeps track of the encodings. 
The s—>t canonical path has the form:
/(0) = s r ( 1 ) , /( l )  y(2) , /(2) • • • ______ > t (23)
Any intermediate state I(q)  has the form t xt2 - • - twszs2+i • • • sk. If 7(^+1) is the next state we visit 
in the canonical path, then there are 452 choices for a sub-edge in Em from I{q) to I(q+1). We 
choose the sub-edge Y(q+1) = (7(^),7(^+l),w+l,z), and let
11
^y(^+i)(s»t) — i  iw* (24)
Note that knowledge of Y(q+1) and Gy(<7+1)(s,t) peraiits unique recovery of s and t. We will define 
the canonical path by specifying the states along the path and then choosing sub-edges joining the 
states according to the convention above.
The s-»t path has two phases. In the first phase, the intermediate states I (q) satisfy 
|vv(/(¿7)) -  w(s) | < an. This is achieved by either deleting sz from I(q)  or adding tw+l to I(q)  at the 
w+1 slot in l{q). Beyond a certain stage this may not be possible. This-happens either when I(q)  
has no more elements of s left in it, or when all elements of t are in /  (q). If the first situation arises, 
then I(q) = t f a  • • • tw. In this case choose 7(^+1) - I { q ) t w+1, I(q+2) = I(q )tw+\tw+2 and so on 
until we reach t. The other situation is analogous.
Assume that w (s)< w (t). Suppose 7 (q) is a state in the first phase of the s-»t path. Let 
F(<?) = a ro?+1)(s,t). We have
| w (/(<?)) -  w(s)| < an (25)
Also, the following is always true, because of the definition of F(q).
w(I(q)) + w(F(q)) = w(s) + w(t). (26)
From (25) and (26), it follows that
|w (F(<7)) -  w(t)| < an (27)
From the definition of the cost function ch in Section 2.1, we have
| ch(s) — |w(s) -  M | | < h/2 (28)
Combining the last four equations, we get
ch U (<7)) + cw (F (q)) < ch (s) + ch (t) + 2(an + h ). (29)
If I (q) is in the second phase of the s—>t path, then two situations are possible; Either I (q) has 
no elements of s left, or I(q)  has all elements of t in i t  Let us suppose that w(s)<w(t), and that the 
first situation arises and w (s)<w (/ (q ))<w (t). It follows that w (s) < w (F (q )) < w (t). If both w(s) and 
w(t) are > M, then, from (26),
|w(s)-A7 | + \w(t)-M | = w (/ (q))—M + w(F(q))-M
and from (28), this implies that (29) is true. Similarly, if both w(s) and w(t) are <M, then (29) is 
true. So assume w(s) <M, and w(t) >M. Then three situations are possible; If w(I(q)) < M  and 
w(F(q)) > M , then ch(7(<7)) ^ ch(s), and ch(t) < M . If w(I(q))>M and w(F{q))>M , then from 
(26) and the definition of ch, it follows that ch(I(q)) + ch(F(q)) < cA(t)-cA(s) + 2h, so that (29) is 
true. If w(I(q))<M and w(F(q))<M,  then from (26), it follows that 
ch(7(<7)) + ch(F(q)) =  ch(s)-ch(t), so that (29) is true.
The case when w (s) > w (t) can be treated in a similar fashion. Thus for a canonical path 
defined as in Case 1, we always have (29) satisfied. The detailed procedure for defining the canonical 
path of Case 1 is described in a "pseudo-code" format in the Appendix.
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Case 2: / (s) + / (t) >2B , l (s) < B .
The definition of the canonical path in this case involves three phases. In the first phase, ele­
ments from t are added to s until the intermediate state has length equal to B . Then the second phase 
uses exchange operations to replace elements of s by elements of t until such operations are no longer 
possible. The last phase involves either removing residual elements of s or adding the residual ele­
ments of t.
Let s = s xs 2 • • • sk, and let t = t xt2 • • • tm, with k = B - k lt and m = B+k2 such that k2>k{. 
Assume further that w(s)<M. Then, in phase 1, we will have 7(1) = t {s, I (2) = r1r2s, and so on, until 
I(ki) = ti • • • tk]s. The edges Y(q)  are chosen in the same fashion as in Case 1, and so are the 
encodings F(q).  Note that l(I(k{)) = B , and thus w (/ (k l))> M . For \<q <klt we have 
ch(I(q)) < ch (s) and ch(F(q)) < ch (t), so that (29) holds.
In phase 2, the elements of s in /  (k {) are exchanged for elements of t as follows,
I{k i+i) = ii • • * hjki+i ' ' • h x+i si+1 * ' * sk (30)
for i = 1,2, • • • ,* .  In this phase, w(J(q))>M  and w(F(q))>M. Hence, once again (29) holds.
Finally in phase (3), all that needs to be done is to add the m - k - k i  remaining elements of t to 
/ (k i+k). In this phase,
I  (ki+k+j) = *1*2 * * * **!+*+> (31)
fox j= \, ,m - k - k x. In this phase, while w(I(q)) and w(F(q)) are both >M, (29) holds. Eventu­
ally, w(F(q)) falls below M  but w(F(q)> w(s), and at this point, ch (F (q)) < ch (s). Similarly, 
M<w ( /(q)) < w(t), and ch{I{q)) < ch(t). Thus, (29) holds in phase 3. If w(s)>M, then note that 
every state visited in by the s—>t canonical path will have weight >M, and also, every encoding 
defined by the path will have weight >M. In this case, it is easy to see from (26), (27) and (28) that 
(29) holds. The procedure for defining the canonical path in this case is described in detail in the 
Appendix.
Case 3 : /(s) + /(t) > 2B , /(t) < B .
Case 3 is symmetric with Case 2. The only difference is that the first phase of the s—>t path in 
this case consists of removing elements from s till the encoded state F (q) has length >B. The second 
phase consists of replacing elements of s appearing in I(q)  by elements of t and the last phase consists 
of removing elements of s from I (q ). The validity of (29) is shown in a similar fashion.
Case 4: /(s) + /(t) > 2B , /(s)> B , /(t)> B .
The canonical path in Case 4 is defined in two phases. The first phase is the same as the second 
phase in Case 2, and the second phase is the same as phase 3 in Case 2. The validity of (29) follows 
in a similar fashion. The procedure for defining the canonical path in this case is also described in the 
Appendix.
This concludes the definition of the canonical paths.
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Using thé discussion above, we can state the following important lemmas, which will enable us 
to upper bound y  for this set of canonical paths, and hence obtain a lower bound for <j).
Lemma 5.1: Suppose canonical paths are defined as above. Let (b,cj , j )  be an edge in the graph 
Gm . Then, if (s,t)e Path (b,c,i ,j), and f = a (bc t j)(s,t), we have
This implies that
c*(b) + c*(f) < ch (s) + ch (t) + 2 (aH + /i )
Kb Kf > 7CS 1tt e-2(a„+AVT
(32)
(33)
Proof: We have noted that for all cases, (29) is satisfied. Thus, we have already proved the lemma 
while defining the canonical paths above.
Lemma 5.2 : Suppose (b,c, i , j )eEM. Then the encoding map <3(b,c,ijy Path(b,c,i,j) -» Q, is injec­
tive.
Proof: Suppose u = (b,c4 J ) ,  and u appears on the canonical path s—>t. Assume s = S\ ■ • ■ sk , and 
t = ii • • • fm. Then, by the definition of the canonical path it must be that b = t l • • • t ^ s j  • • ■ sk, 
and
f = Ctu(s,t) = S 1 Sy—1 tm
Thus knowing u = (b ,c ,/J) and f = c u(s,t), it is possible to determine s and t uniquely. Thus ou is 
injective for all ue EM. □
A lower bound for y can be obtained immediately as follows. Suppose b is an intermediate state 
in the s->t canonical path, and the sub-edge (b,cj j )  in the canonical path originates at b. Denote by 
f the state 0 (btCfi J )(s,t); then, from Lemma 5.1,
2 (fu+hyr e (34)
Using (11), the weight of (b,c, i j )  is
W (b.c.i J )
^b ^bc
4B2
Kb e-[c*(b>-c*(c)r/T
since CGA (^b). Moreover, Nmax = 5nB , and
[C/,(s2)-C /,(s1)]+ < k A(S2) - c A(S!)| < aH+h.
(35)
(36)
From (35), (36), we have
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K
W™ J)~ ' Ü C F
’¿î -<aK+hyr ^ ^1 e~(.a»+h)/T
40 nB3
(37)
Combine (34) and (37) to get
^  ^  Ai\ D  3 3(a„+A)/7 v2  jy t, s  40 nB e «'(b.cjj) I  t) (38)
(s,t)€ Path (b,c,i j  ) (s,t)e PaiA (b,c,i j )
Since, from Lemma 5.2, <J(b,c,ij) is injective, the last summation on the right hand side of (38) is 
at most 1, and it follows that
y < 40n B 3 3 (<*„+/» yr (39)
Consequently, from the discussion in Section 4, we can state our main result as follows; 
Theorem 5.3: At temperature T, the conductance 0 of the FTSAh chain satisfies
0 > 1 3(a„+*)
40nB3 e T
□
(40)
We can thus bound the time constant of convergence of the chain as x < —l/log( 1—02/2)
Corollary 5.4: At temperature T, the FTSAh chain converges to its equilibrium with time constant t 
bounded as
t  < -l/lo g U -l/872) < 12800«2 (41)
Proof: The proof follows from the expression for y, and by noting that log(l-x) — x  for small
values of x. □
The results of this section have established relations between the time constant of the FTSAh 
chain and the temperature T. To complete our analysis we need to find the dependence of the equili­
brium distribution of the chain on the temperature. This will be the goal of the next section.
6. The distribution of costs among the states
As we remarked in Section 1, it is necessary to know the properties of the equilibrium distribu­
tion of the FTSAh chain to study its application to the GC problem. To study this equilibrium distribu­
tion, we need to determine the distribution of costs among the states in i l  Let \\f(k ) be the number of 
A-compositions of k , and let Ç(&) be the number of states se Q. with weight w(s) = k. That is, Ç(&) 
counts the number of A -compositions of k with length <2B, and characterizes the cost structure of Q. 
If k < 2Bax, then any A-composition of k will have length <2B ; hence, \|r(k) = Ç(&) if k<2Ba\. Oth­
erwise \|f(k) > Ç(k ). So, for values of k smaller than M + Bah \j/(£) is the same as Ç(&), and approx­
imating Ç(&) by \\f(k) for larger values of k does not have an appreciable effect on our analysis. This 
is convenient, since \\t is relatively easy to study, as we shall see later in this section. For h<Ba{, let
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S(M,h)  = {seQ : M -h/2  < w(s) <M+h/2} denote the set of A-compositions of integers in 
(Af-/i/2, M+h/2]. Then, the probability that the FTSAh chain (at temperature 7>0) is in S(M ,h) (for 
h <Ba j) at equilibrium is
P(S(M,h ))
z m
Z  Ç0 ) |M' jl v0yT
0Zj<2Ban
E  ¥(*)
M-hl2<k<M+hl2____________
E  ¥ J )  |Ai-yl v(jyT
0Zj<2Ban
(42)
where v ( j) = 0 if j e S ( M J i ) and v(y) = 1 otherwise. From (42), we see that knowledge of \\f will 
enable us to obtain lower bounds for P(S(M Ji)) as a function of T . This section is devoted to the 
study of y, and the results obtained will be applied in Sections 7 and 8 for the GC and IC problems. 
We begin with the following result.
Lemma 6.1: The function y  satisfies the recurrence relation
n
¥ (* )=  E  ¥(*-<*«) (43)
/=i
with initial conditions y(0) = 1, and \\f(k) = 0 for all k <0. The function \\f(k) has an ordinary gen­
erating function ---------- -----------and has an exponential generating function exp(zai+ • • • +za").
1-z*1-  • • • - z a"
Proof: Let s = ^! • • • be a string of weight w(s) = k. Then, sm is precisely one of a ha 2, • • • ,an. 
If sm = ajt  then s' = s x • • • sm_{ is a string of weight k-a-r  Conversely, any string of weight k-aj  
can be made into a string of weight k by appending aj to its end. Thus, we can establish a one-one 
correspondence between the set of strings of weight k , and the union of sets of strings of weight k -a }, 
7=1,2, • • • ,n, and the recurrence relation follows. The validity of the generating functions can be 
established easily (See [1] for example). □
The recurrence (43) is a linear difference equation with constant coefficients. Its solution can be found 
in terms of the roots of the characteristic polynomial of degree an [19]. The exact computation of the 
solution is difficult, but it is possible to get a good estimate as follows.
Lemma 6.2: Let \lx, p^, • • • , |d e n o t e  the (not necessarily distinct) roots of the following equation;
— z — z — zOn-On-1- 1 = 0 . (44)
where the roots jj.,- ’s are numbered in the order of non-increasing magnitude. Then, we have
_i_
ln.l £ » “
(45)
and
—  E m-/ ^ v(*) ^
a  1 7-1
1 *
f l u /an 7-1
(46)
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In addition, if gcd {aha2, • • • ,a„) = 1, then m is real and positive, has multiplicity 1, and ||i2| < M-i-
Proof: We will first prove (45). If \\iy ¡<1, there is nothing to prove. So assume that |m  |>1. Then 
m satisfies (44), and thus
IH iT  ^ i  ^ n
im 1
from which (45) follows.
To prove (46), note that \|/ has the following interpretatioa Let H = [hy] be the companion 
matrix [20] of the polynomial in (44). Thus H has the form
H = (47)
where et is the an -dimensional unit vector with 1 in the ith position and 0 elsewhere. The vector 
x = M  is defined by xt = 1 if i = ¿zn- a t+ l for /=1, ♦-*,«,  and xt = 0 otherwise. The matrix H is 
then the adjacency matrix of the directed graph shown in Figure 2. The quantity \\f(k) is the number 
of closed directed walks in this graph passing through the vertex an. If H k = [h^k\  then h j ^  is the 
number of closed walks of length k passing through vertex i in the graph of H.  Note that for 
an~ax < i < an, we have = \\f(k). Also note that any closed walk in the directed graph
must pass through the vertex an. Thus < \\f(k) for any i, and consequently,
a^Ofc) < trace(Hk) < an\\r(k). (48)
from which (46) follows. The last assertion of this lemma is a consequence of the Perron-Frobenius 
theory of nonnegative matrices [17]. □
Looking at \\t from a purely algebraic point of view, it follows that \\¡{k)~ constant ¡1^  if k is 
large. If k is large enough so that the above equation is true, we say that k lies in the asymptotic 
region of \\f. For small values of k (the transient region of \y), however, the lemma does not provide 
sufficient information, and we will have to make use of combinatorial methods to get estimates of \\f. 
We will also be interested in the behavior of functions \\th, defined by
Va(£ )= £  V(£+/) (49)
-h/2<j<h/2
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where h e Z +. It can be easily seen that y A satisfies the same recurrence relation (43) as y , with the 
initial conditions, however, being different. Note that y A(*) = \S(k,h)\.  The following lemma 
characterizes the behavior of y A.
Lemma 6.3: Suppose h < a x. Let mh be the smallest integer with the property that \\fh (k)>0 if 
k>mha i . If k>mhai, then
(k+h) ^  mh + b + \3hl2a^ \ + 1------------ S n
v * « :)
(50)
In particular, if h=aXt then mh = 0, and
VaSk+a i)
Vax(*) "
n*+3 (51)
Proof: The lemma follows from the following fact. If x Xyx2, * * • *xr and y 1,y2. * ' * >yr are positive 
numbers, then
. Xi Xx+X2+ * * * Xr
mm—  < --------------------
*' y-i y \+y2+---yr
< max—-
j yj
(52)
Thus if*  > mh a x+an, then
V>t(* +h) < Vkik+h-aj)
¥/,(*) "  Vhik-ai)  ( }
for some i. Continue this process with k { = k-a i until k x falls between mha x and mha x+an. At this 
point, we will get
y*(*i+A )<.£ v 0 )  £ E  VO) /54)
j<Jtl+'ihl2 j^mha1+an+3hf2
and, the generating function of y  (Lemma 6.1) can be used to bound the quantity on the right hand 
side of (54) by rtm*+6+ 3^A/2a il+1 Also, note that *1>mAa 1, and thus, y A(*x)>l. This proves the first 
part of the lemma.
To prove the second part, we use the fact that y ai(/)>0, whenever j> -a ll2. Thus, mh- 0, and 
substitution in (50) proves (51). □
From Lemma 6.3, we have substantial information about the function y a , and in addition, we 
find that the behavior of the functions y A (for h<a{) is related to the gaps between integers which 
have A -compositions. The variation of these gaps is quantified by the relationship between mh and h 
which will depend on the set A . The following approach can be used to determine mh as a function 
of h.
Definition 6.4: Let J  be the set of integers = (an- a t) modulo a x for each ¿=1,2, • • ,n. Let 
J 2 = J  + J  modulo a x% and for t >3 define Jt -  Jt_x + J modulo a x, where + denotes the set
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addition operation. Suppose the elements of Jt u  {ai} are 0=r0< r1<r2< ° * • <r?<r?+\=a\, arranged in 
ascending order. Then, the gap function is defined as
P(0 = max (ri+1-r t ) (55)
The elements of Jt can be viewed as integers arranged on a circle representing numbers modulo 
a i. The gap function p(r) is simply the largest gap between consecutive elements of Jt on this circle. 
For example if A -  {7,8,13}, then J  = {0,1,6} and J 2 = {0,1,2,5,6}, and p(2) = 3 as shown in Figure
3.
The following result helps us in determining the dependence of the gaps on the set A .
Lemma 6.5: Suppose g(z)  = 1 + za*~a’l~l + • • • + and, for any integer r> l, let
[*(*)]' = E  d:j z ‘. (56)
1=0
c
Then,
\|/( i an + s  ) > 0 if and only if £  dU W  + *s) > 0. (57)
1=0
Proof: From Lemma 6.2, we conclude that \|f(tan + s)  > 0 if and only if > 0. Using this
i=l
together with the fact that each pf satisfies p ," = g (pt-) gives us the result. □
Proposition 6.6: Given integers f>0 and 5>0. If there exists i e J t such that i + s = 0 modulo a lt
then \\f(tan+s)>l.
Proof: Let i e J t . Then, i must be equal (modulo a{) to the exponent of some term in the expansion 
of [g(z)]*. Thus, there exists some integer )o>0 such that 0<i+jqAx<t(an- a !>, and 0. Also
i+s = 0 modulo a x implies that i + j tfii  + s = 0 modulo a x, and thus \\f(i + j ^ i  + s )>  1. This
‘(?n-a i)
means that 2  di,t V(l+s)  ^1» mid thus, from Lemma 6.5, \j/(mn+j)> l. □
1=0
The importance of the set Jt and the gap function p(r) in determining mh can be gauged by the 
following results.
Proposition 6.7: For any integer t > 1 we must have m^y+x < t.
Proof: Suppose k -  i + tan for some i>0. Consider the set V = i + Jt modulo a\. If the elements 
of Jt are viewed as arranged on a circle representing integers modulo a x, then the set V is just the set 
Jt rotated clockwise by i spaces. Note that the gap between successive points of Jt (as well as 
between successive points of V) on the circle is at most p(i), and thus there is some number l e J t , and 
an integer f'o<[p(r)J such that either / + i + i0 = 0 modulo a x or / + i -  i0 = 0 modulo a x. Con­
sequently, from Proposition 6.6, either \\f(k + ¿'o)>l or \jf(k -  iQ)>1; hence, n/p(/>+1 (/:)>!. Thus, for
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arbitrary k > tan > t a lf we have Vp(r>«-i(^ ) > 0» and hence, m p(ty+i < t by definition. □
Proposition 6.8: Given a fixed h such that a x>h>Q, define th = min{f : p(r) < h }. Then mh < bth.
Proof: If /i>p(f) for some integer f>l, then \|iA(fc)>l for all k>tan, from which we get mh < bt for all 
t such that p(f)</i. □
The purpose of the the above results was to reduce the complicated problem of finding the depen­
dence of mh on h to the relatively simpler (but still non-trivial) problem of determining gaps in the 
sets Jt viewed as subsets of {0,1, • • • ,a i—1}. We are unaware of the complexity of determining p(r) 
for arbitrary sets J , but suspect that the problem is difficult.
Examples:
(1) Let A = [a^ , a x+\ , . . . , a ^ n - 1), where a x > n.
Then the set J  = {0,1,2, • • • 1}, Jt = {0,1,2, • • • ,r(n-l)} for t<axl(n-\),  and
Jt = {0,1, • • • ,fli-l} otherwise.
Thus, p(r) < fl! -  f (n - l)  if r < a \!(n -1), and p(r) = 1 if t>ai/(n-1).
W 1
Therefore, ma trn_\\ < (r+l)(l + - —- )  for all integers 1 < t < [a!/(«—1) J.
1 a,\
(2) Consider the set
A = [2n , 2n+2n~l—2n~2 , 2n+2n_1—2n_3 , . . . , 2rt+2rt_l- l  , 2n+2n_1}.
which has n+1 elements. Then J  = {0,1,2,4, • • • ,2B_1}, and Jt contains the set of binary 
numbers <2n that can be written with at most t bits being 1. Thus p(r) = 2n~l for t<n , and 
p(r) = 1 if t>n , and m2,-t < 2(f+l).
The two examples shown above represent two extremes of the set A. In the first case, p(r) 
decreases linearly and in the second case, p(f) decreases geometrically as a function of t.
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Definition 6.9: If the gap function p(i) satisfies
p(i) = a { -  at (58)
for some constant ooO, then A is called an a -linear set. If on the other hand p(f) satisfies
p (i)^ o T 'tfi (59)
for some constant co l, then A is called a a—geometric set
Remark 6.10 : From Proposition 6.8, it follows that if h<ax, then mh<b(\M fl\-h)la) if A is 
a -linear, and mh <b (l+log(a fh  )/log (a)) if A is a-geometric.
Unfortunately, we do not know of any easy way to characterize sets as either geometric or linear. 
However, given a set A it is not too difficult to calculate its gap function p(i) for small values of r. A 
simple brute-force method can find p(f) in O (nl) steps.
We are now in a position to study the application of the FTSAh chain with h=a{ for the GC 
problem.
7. Generating random elements of S (M ,a!)
The FTSAh chain with h = a { can be used to generate random compositions from S (M ,a x) by the fol­
lowing scheme of repeated trials.
The FTSA(GC) repeated trial scheme:
(1) Pick temperature T so that the probability of the FTSAai chain at equilibrium being in the set 
S (M ,a i) is at least 1/4. Given © >0, let k be the number of steps needed for the FTSAai chain to 
be at distance < © from the equilibrium distribution.
(2) Starting at an arbitrary initial state, simulate the FTSAai chain for k steps.
(3) If the state jc(k)€ S (M ,a j), then stop. Otherwise go to step 2
The FTSA(GC) scheme is an example of a class of random generation algorithms which are formally 
defined as follows.
Definition 7.1: Suppose £2 is a finite set, and TcQ . Given ©>0 and 0<8<1, a probabilistic algorithm 
is an (u>,8)-random generator of elements from T in k steps if it returns an element X  in k steps with 
the following properties:
(1) Prob(X e T ) > 1 -  8, and
(2) For any s e T, the conditional probability satisfies
+ > P rob (X  =s  \ X  sn
In addition, if n is the size of the input required to specify the set T, then the probabilistic algorithm is 
a fully polynomial (FP) (©,8)-random generator of elements from T if the time required k is bounded
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by a polynomial in n , |loga> | and |log5|.
Each trial (step (2)) of the FTSA(GC) scheme takes k  steps of the FTSAai algorithm, and the 
probability of not having found an element of S (Af ,a after / trials is <(3/4/. Hence, the FTSA(GC) 
scheme acts as a (co,8)-random generator of elements of S{M ,ax) in / k steps with 5 = (3/4/. For 
example, we could choose © = and obtain an almost uniform random generator of elements
from 5 (A/,a i), since |£2 | :» |S(M,fl1)|.
In the remainder of the section we will use our knowledge of vjfai (Lemma 6.3) to choose T so 
that the equilibrium probability P(S(M ,a:)) > 1/4, and for this choice of T, we will use the results of 
Sections 3 and 5 to compute k . Our goal is to show that k  is bounded by a polynomial in n and 
|log© | , so that the FTSA(GQ scheme can be used as a FP (©,8)-random generator of elements from 
S (Af A i).
Theorem 12: Choose temperature T so that e-*’77 = n~2^b+3\  Then the FTSAa y chain at equilibrium 
will have P (S (M ,a i)) > 1/4 provided n >2.
Proof: By Lemma 6.3, if m> 1 is any integer, then
1-S (Af ,a i) 1 > ^-m(6+3)
IS(M ± m a x,ax)\ (60)
Using the given choice of T,  the definition of the cost ch in the FTSAai chain from Section 2.1, and 
applying (13) and (60), we get
P(S(M,aO)
P (S (Af ± ma i ,a!)) £(m-i/2)a j
m(6+3)
n = n(m-l)(fe+3) (61)
where e = e 1/7. Furthermore, 
P{S(M,ax)) =
P(S(M,aO)
P (S (Af 0) + YjP (S (M+ja ha {)) + P (S (M-ja  lta i)) ’ (62)
Consequently, using (61), we get 
P{S{M,ax)) > 1
1 +2 + 2 ln{b+3) + 2 ln2{b+3) + • • •
> 1/4 if n > 2. □
3 + (63)
nb+3- 1
For the choice of T as in Theorem 7.2, the time constant x of the FTSAai chain can be computed using 
(41), and this enables us to find the computational efficiency of the FTSA(GC) scheme as a random 
generator of elements from S (Af ,a x).
Theorem 7.3: Let T be chosen so that e~°l/T = n_2(6+3), and suppose />0 and r>0 are given integers. 
Then, the FTSA(GC) scheme acts as a (|£2|"*,(3/4/ )-random generator elements from S (M ,a {) in 
/ x (25+1) log« (r + 1 + b(b+ 3)) steps, where
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T = 12800 b 6 n mb+3){b+l>2 (64)
Proof: Using (41), the time constant for the convergence of the FTSAai chain with e ^ 1'7 = n 2(-b+3)
can be shown to be as in (64). Moreover, from (13), the skewness of this chain is s n < e28“* ;
hence, l / 2 1 o g < 2B(b+3) logn (anla x) < 2b(b+3)Blog/z. Also, \Cl\ < 2n w , so that 
log|£2| < (2Æ+1) logn. Therefore, on using (16), the number of steps required for the FTSAax chain
to attain convergence within distance |£2 j-r of equilibrium is k = (2B + l)x(t+ l+b(b  +3)) log/i. Hence, 
after / trials (which correspond to I k  steps) of the FTSAai algorithm, the FTSA(GC) scheme behaves
as a ( | n | “i ,(3/4)/)-random generator. □
Remark 7.4: By choosing h=2al in the FTSAh chain, the FTSA(GC) scheme can be modified to act 
as an (co,5)-random generator of elements from S(M ,2a {) in 0 (  x ( jlogco| + b(b+3)B\ogn) |log5| ) 
steps, where x is now q (B6n l2(-b+3^ b+z^ 2).
The quantity B is bounded by a polynomial in n , and b is a constant. Thus, t  and k in Theorem 
7.3 are bounded by polynomial functions of n . We have therefore shown that the FTSA(GC) scheme 
is a FP (o),8)-random generator of elements from S (M ,a i). This scheme can be modified to get a FP 
(co,5)-random generator of elements from S (M ,2a i). In other words, we have satisfied requirement (i) 
discussed in Section 1.
Our next task is to show that the random generation scheme outlined above leads to a FPRAS f 
to evaluate |S(M ,a i) |. This can be achieved by estimating the ratios
\S(M-kaxa x)\
| S (M -(*+l)< i ! ,* ! ) ! ’
k — 0,1, • • • J2—2, (65)
and then using the relation
\S(M,aO\
to find \S(M,ai)\. Note that A f-C B -l)^ ^ d\, and thus, {S iM - iB - tya ^a ^ l  is easy to find. 
Also, Lemma 6.3 shows that each ratio in (65) satisfies < Rk < nb+3. Given these facts, and
that the FTSA(GC) scheme is a FP (co,§)-random generator of elements from S(M -a  1/2,2<a j), one can 
adapt the methods in [8] to show that the FTSA(GQ scheme can be used to develop an FPRAS to find 
R0. The other ratios R ltR 2, • • • RB-2 can be found in analogous fashion, and since B is bounded by a 
polynomial in n, this leads to an FPRAS to find |S(Af ,a!)|.
8. The FTSAh chain and the IC problem
We will investigate the use of the FTSAh chain to solve the IC problem. We wish to determine 
the computational effort required to find a state s with weight w>(s)e (M-h/2M+h 12] for some given 
h<ax. The scheme to find such a state is given below:
= |S (M - (B - l )a l,ai)\
B-2n Rk
k=0
(66)
t  See Section 1 for a definition.
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The FTSA(IC) scheme:
(1) Select the temperature Th so that at equilibrium, the FTSAh chain is in the set S(M,h)  with pro­
bability >1/4. For this choice of Th, let Kh denote the number of steps needed for the FTSAh 
chain to be at distance <1/16 from convergence.
(2) Starting at any initial state, simulate the FTSAh chain at temperature Th for ka steps.
(3) If a state from S(M ,h) has been visited, stop. Otherwise go to step (2).
The scheme outlined above clearly finds a state in S(M,h)  with probability >1 -  (13/16)* in hch 
steps. In the remainder of this section, we will present results of the following form: Given h, we 
will define Th so that P(S(M,h ))  >  1/4, and for this value of Th, find ka , so that the distance from 
convergence A(ka )<1/16.
Proposition 8.1: Let h<ax. Then Th - -, and
2 (mh+b+ 3) logn 
Kh = 12800 nnh) B6( 4 + f x(h) logn ) (67)
where
f { h )  = 12 (1 + bax/h) (mh + b + 3 ) + 2, f x(h) = 2bB (mh + b + 3) a x ¡h + 2 B + 1. (68) 
and mh is the smallest integer such that \\rh(k) > 1 for all k > mha x as defined in Lemma 6.3.
Proof: Choose Th as in the statement of the Proposition and let £ = e \  We will first obtain a 
lower bound for P (S (M ,h )). For brevity of notation we denote P (S (M ,h )) by Ph ^ . We note that
_________ P hM__________
\ M  + £  Phftt+jh + P hM~jh  
j* 1
PhM ~
and from Lemma 6.3,
hM
PhM±jh e(2j~l)hl2\S(M±jh,h)\ e (2j-i)h/2 n j ( " h+b+3)
where e = e llTh -  n 2(m*+¿,+3)/;, Therefore, (69) can be rewritten as
\ m  -
1
1 + X
j* i
(l-j)(mh+b+3)
1 + 2  + mk +b +3 , n h -1
(70)
(71)
so that PhM > 1/4 whenever n>2. For this choice of Th, the time constant of convergence of the 
FTSAh chain given (41) can be shown to be
T< 12800 B 6 nfih) (72)
for f { h )  defined as in (68). We run a single trial of the SA(IC) chain until the distance from
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convergence is <1/16, and the number of steps needed to do this is given by (16) as
k* = T Gog 16 + Gogs^/2 + lo g |a  | ) (73)
where s n < e2Ba’,lTh is the skewness of the FTSAh chain. The proof is complete by noting that 
log 16 < 4 and 1/2 logs* + lo g |n  | < f  x(Ji) where f  \(h) is defined in (68). □
From Propositions 6.7 and 6.8, we obtain a relation between the gap function p and the computa­
tional effort required to find a state s of weight w(s) e (M-h I2M+h 12] for h>a as follows.
Proposition 8.2:
(1) If the set A is a -linear, then, for any t> 1, a state s with weight w(s) within (a{-ta)l2 of the
target M can be found in 0(B  -------- - n ) steps, where
a x-tOL
f 2(t) = 12(p dl + 1)( t + 2b + 3) + 3. 
a {- t  a
(2) On the other hand, if A is a -geometric for some co l, a state of weight within a  a xl2 of the 
target can be found in <9 (57 a! steps, where
/ 3(r) = \2 (b v !  + 1)( t + — + b + 3) + 3.
loga
Proof: Refer to Propositions 6.7 and 6.8, and Definition 6.9, and the results follow from Proposition 
8.1 after some algebraic manipulation.
Example: Consider the set
A = {2n , 2n+2n~l—2n~2 , 2n+2n~l-2 n~3  ___ 2n+2n~l- l  , 2n+2n~1} (74)
which has n+1 elements. Suppose the target is M -  n22n. Then, A is 2-geometric, and if
, the SA(IC) algorithm finds a
i n -t
h = 2 /2 , then mh < 3/2 (r+1). Thus at temperature T = —----
(3r+121 log/i
string s with weight w(s)e(Af - 2 n~t~lM+2n~t~l] in O (2‘ n (9 2‘ + 6* 3t + 12) + 15) steps.
Remark 8.3: It is important to note that knowledge of the gap function is in some sense necessary
to predict the performance of the FTSA(IC) scheme, as the following example shows. Suppose we 
choose the set as
A = [nn , nn+nn~2 , nn+2nn~2 , • ••  , nn+nn~1} 
and let the target be M = nn+l. If h is a fraction of a l = nn, say h -  nn/2, then we have
m L i M i u e(n)
|S(A/,A)I
where e (n ) is an exponential function in n . This implies that it is not possible to make
(75)
P(S(M,h))
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bounded by a polynomial in n for any choice of temperature T. However, the set A is nn~l -  linear ; 
hence, for a given r>l it is possible to obtain states with with weights within nn -  tnn~l of the target 
M -  nn+l in polynomial time.
This analysis of the FTSA(IC) scheme seems to show that it is not a very profitable approach for 
solving the IC problem. In fact, the performance of the FTSA(IC)algorithm depends strongly on the 
nature of the set A . If the set A is restricted to be a -linear or a -geometric, a simple exhaustive 
search algorithm can match the performance of the FTSA(IC) scheme in finding approximate solutions.
In the above analysis of the performance of the FTSA(IC) scheme, we have been limited by a 
rather imprecise knowledge of the function y. From Lemma 6.2, we know that \jf(k) < b ji* for all 
integers k>0. However, we also know that as k becomes large, v(fc) -  constant |if. If we choose to 
relax restriction (R2), and study the complexity of the FTSA(IC) scheme as a function of 
B = \M la i 1, then we can assume that the target Af is so large that \|/(&) ~ constant jif unless k<KM, 
in which case all we can say is \j/(£) < m*.
Proposition 8.4: Suppose that gcd{ax,a2, • • • ,an) = 1 and the target M is large enough so that 
\\f(k) ~ constant (if unless k<cM. Then, choose Th so that
—1IT^ —21 a i ~—i/he = e = n 12 un (76)
For this choice of temperature Th, the equilibrium probability of the FTSAh chain satisfies Ph<M > 1/4 
for sufficiendy large M , and the time constant of convergence is
Xh = 12800 B 6 n 12(b+h/ai>2 26ba',h+6 (77)
Moreover, the FTSAh chain converges to within distance 1/16 of convergence in
steps.
ka = xh ( 4 + bBa 1log2/2/i + (25+26fi+l)logn ) (78)
Proof: We are given that the target M to be large enough so that \|/(&) = c0 p /  for some constant c0 
except when k<zM. Thus, it follows that \\fh(k) = d(p.\k for some constant c0 except when k<zM. 
From (42), we have
PhM -
_________________vkm _________________
\\fh(M ) +  Z V h (M + rh )e (:2r- l)hl2 + £ v A(M-r/i)e(2r"1)/l/2
r t1 rSl
(79)
Choose e = n 2/ai 2~llh. Then the contribution of the terms \\f(M -rh)e(-2r~^hl2 for large values of r is 
small and can be neglected, because by Lemma 6.3, m< n lla\  and \\fh(k) < ji^  for all k. Then, (79) 
can be written as
coM-iM
fon ."  + Z io O i,"4* + n " - * ) „ - <2' - 1)*/«>2-(2' - 1)a’
ràl
PhM ~ (80)
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which can be simplified to
n h!ax
1 (81)
which implies that PhyM > 1/4 for n> 1. From Corollary 5.4, the time constant zh satisfies (77). We 
choose Kh to reduce the distance from convergence to <1/16, and from (16), it can be seen that (78) is 
a proper choice. This proves the Proposition. □
Remark 8.5: Proposition 8.4 shows that if M is large, then an A -composition of some integer in 
(M-ai!2kM +axl2k] can be found with probability >1/4 in 0 ( B 7 k n l2b+g26bk) steps.
The most striking application of Proposition 8.4 is the following. Suppose we want to generate 
random compositions of a large integer M into a fixed set of small parts. Then, by solving the 
recurrence relation (43), it is possible to count the number of such compositions of M in 0{M)  time. 
This suggests that it is possible to find a polynomial (in M)  time random generator of such composi­
tions [10].
Corollary 8.6: Suppose A is a fixed set of positive integers whose greatest common divisor (gcd) is
1. Then the SA(IC) algorithm can be used to generate a random A-composition of an integer M in 
O (Af7) steps.
Proof: Since M  will eventually lie in the asymptotic region of \j/, we can apply Proposition 8.4 with 
h=l to conclude that a random state s with weight w(s)e(Af-U 2 M +1/2] can be found in O (A/7) 
steps, and such a state is an A -composition of M . □
The result of Corollary 8.6 is interesting because for a fixed set A , the number of A-compositions 
of a large integer M can be an exponential function of M . For example, if A = [1, 2], and let T be 
the set of A-compositions of M. Then T has approximately 1.61803^ elements since |T | is the M th 
Fibonacci number. By Corollary 8.6, we have a scheme to (randomly) generate an element of T  that 
runs in 0(Af7) steps, that is, the running time is a polynomial in the log | F | . Thus, we have a fast (in 
the sense of [6]) random generation scheme. On the other hand, note that |F | is simply the solution 
of a fixed recurrence relation (as in (43)) determined by the set A , and thus can easily be computed in 
0(M )  steps. Since random generation is as easy as counting [10], this means that it is possible to find 
a random generator for T that runs in 0 ( M k) for some constant k. Corollary 8.6 provides such a gen­
In this section, we have analyzed the performance of the FTSA(IC) scheme to solve the IC prob­
lem. The primary conclusions are that the performance of the algorithm depends on the set A , and this 
dependence is in a sense necessary as shown by Remark 8.3. If the set A is assumed to belong to a 
certain class, (say the class of a -geometric sets for some co l), then some general results can be 
obtained. But these fail to show that FTSA is better than even a simple exhaustive search method to 
obtain approximate solutions to (IC). On the other hand, we have shown that the performance of the 
FTSA(GC) scheme is essentially independent of the set A for large values of the target M , and conse­
quently, we are able to generate an A-composition of an integer M for a fixed set A in O (A/7) steps.
erator.
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9. Discussion and Conclusions
The Simulated Annealing algorithm has been in use for several years as a tool for solving 
difficult combinatorial optimization problems. For example, it has enjoyed success in VLSI layout and 
wiring problems. The algorithm’s advantages are its simplicity and ease of implementation. However, 
obtaining theoretical guarantees of the performance of the SA algorithm in solving optimization prob­
lems has difficult. An early example is Sasaki’s analysis of the SA algorithm to solve the maximum 
matching problem in graphs. Recently, there has been more progress in demonstrating the possibili­
ties of probabilistic search methods (of which SA is an example) in solving counting problems. Jer- 
rum and Sinclair demonstrated a probabilistic algorithm to approximate the permanent of a 0-1 integer 
matrix. This problem is #P-complete, and Jerrum and Sinclair’s work provided the first fully polyno­
mial randomized approximation scheme to% solve it. Thus, a second application of SA is the task of 
random generation of the elements of a set, which in many cases, is equivalent to counting the ele­
ments of this set.
Our work extends this kind of analysis to a new problem. We consider the question of finding a 
composition of an integer M into parts belonging to a given set A (termed as an A -composition of M ). 
The associated counting problem is to compute the total number of A-compositions of integers in a 
certain range. We show that this counting problem is #P-complete, and consequently, random genera­
tion of A -compositions of integers in a prescribed range is hard. The simulated annealing algorithm 
can be mapped easily to solving this random generation problem. The main result in our paper is that 
the SA algorithm can be used as a fast random generator of compositions of integers in certain ranges, 
and this leads to a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme to count such compositions. 
The problem of finding an A -composition of the integer M can be stated as a minimization problem, 
and we study the SA algorithm as an approximation method to solve it. We show that if the set A 
satisfies certain constraints, then SA displays the properties of an approximation algorithm. As a side 
note to these results, we find that if the set A is fixed, and we wish to generate a random A- 
compositions of an integer M , then this can be done in O (M7) steps. Since the number of A- 
compositions of M can be an exponential function of M , this gives a "fast" random generation scheme 
for such compositions.
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Appendix
This Appendix describes (in "pseudo-code") the procedures for defining the canonical paths and 
the corresponding encodings for Cases 1, 2, and 4 in Section 5 of the main paper. Case 3 is not 
described since it is symmetric with Case 2.
In what follows, we are given strings s and t as described in Section 5. The array I (q) will con­
tain states visited along the s—>t canonical path. Y (q ) denotes the sub-edge used in moving from I (q) 
to I(q+l), and F{q) denotes a y(<7)(s,t). We use two markers m x and m 2 to determine Y(q) given 
I (q) and /(<7+l). The variables chs and cht are counters that help determine the progress of the 
canonical path from s to t.
We will define some string operations to aid us in writing out the procedure. Let Z w  denote the 
set of integers between 1 and 2B . Define the following operations on strings in Q;
Definition : If s = * * • sk, then for r e Z ^ ,  x e A
delete (s,r) = "
s ls 2 ' ' ‘ sr-lsr+l ' ’ * sk if r<k
s if r >k
add (s,r ¿c) = "
s ls 2 ' ' ' sr-\xs2sr+l ‘ ' sk if r<k+1
s if r>k+1
(Al)
(A2)
exchange (s,r^c)
S 1*^2 ' ‘ ^r-l^r+l * * * sk if r<k 
if r>k
(A3)
element (s,r)
•Sr
*
if r<  k
0 if r>k
*
(A4)
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Procedure canonical path (s,t)
Case 1: Initialize <7=0, m x- 1, m2= 1 ,I{q) = s, F{q) = t, chs = /(s), c/if = / (t). 
WHILE c/w>0, and cht>0 
IF \w{delete (7 {q),m i))-w (s) | < an, THEN 
7 (q +1) = delete (7 (q ),m j)
Y{q+\) = {I{q)J{q+\),m  lfmi)
F{q+1) = add {F{q)jn2,element {l{q),m 1)))
CY(q+i ) ( s » 0  =  F(<7 + 1 ) 
m 2 = m 2 + 1 
c/w = chs — 1
q = < 7 + 1
ELSE IF \w(add(I(q)/ni,element(F(q),mdy) — w (s) | < an, THEN 
7(^+1) = add (7 {q),m\, element {F {q) jn ^))
Y (<7+l) = (7 (q)J  (^+l),m 1,m2)
F(<y+1) =5 delete {F {q)jn 2)
®Y(q+i>(s»t) = F (^+ l) 
m i = m i + 1
<7 =  <7 + 1
cht -  cht- 1
END IF 
END WHILE 
IF c/w=0 THEN 
IF c/if=0 STOP.
WHILE c/zf>0
7(^+1) = add {I {q),m 1,element {F{q)jn2)))
Y (<7+l) = (7 (^),7 (<7+l),/7i1,/n2)
F(<7+1) = delete {F (q )jn2)  
a y(^+i)(s»0 = F(<7+1)
m 1 = m 1 + 1
<7 =  <7 + 1  
cht = c/ir-1 
END WHILE 
IF cht=0 THEN 
WHILE chs>0
7(^+1) = delete {I (q)/n{)
Y(q+1) = (7(^),7(^+l),/rz1,m2)
F(<7+1) = add {F {q),m 2,element {I (q),mi)) 
a y(<7+i)(s>0 = F (#+ l) 
m 2 - m 2 + 1 
c/w = c/u-1
q =  <7 + 1  
END WHILE 
END.
Case 2: Initialize chs=l(s),cht=l(t),m\=l, m2=1 ,q =0,7(q)=s,F(q)=t. 
WHILE /(/(?)) < B ,
I(q+l)  = add {I {q),m ^ element {F{q)jn2))
7(<?+l) =
F(<7+1) -  delete(F(q)jn2)
°(rfa+i)(s»t) = ^(<7+l)
m 1=m i+1
<7 =<7+1 
cht = cht-l  
ENDWHILE
WHILE chs>0 and cht>0,
/  (# +1) = exchange (7 (4 ),m ^element (F (<7 ),m 2))
7(<7+l) = (/ (¿7),/ (<7+l),/n 1^ 2)
F (<7+1) = exchange (F (<7 ),m 2, element (I(q)jn ¡))
°(y(<?+i)(s»0 = (^<7 +1)
mi = mj+1
m2 -  m2+l
q=q+ 1
cht = cht-l  
chs = c/ii - 1  
ENDWHILE 
IF c/w=0 THEN 
IF c/if=0 STOP 
ELSE WHILE c/if>0
7(<7+l) = add (J(q)jn\,element (F {q)jn 2))
F(q+l) = delete (F(q),m 2)
Y(q+1) = (/ (<7)*7 («?+l)^i 1^ 2)
G7(<7+i))(s»0 = F(q+1)
m 1 = m i+l
<7 =<7+1 
cht = cht—l 
END WHILE
STOP 
END IF 
END IF 
WHILE chs>0
7(^+1) = delete (I (q )jnY)
FO7+I) = add(F (q)jn 2,element (I (q ),m{))
Y (<7+l) = (/ (q)J (q+l)jn\,m2)
a y(i+i))(s»0 = F(<7+1) 
m2 = m2+l
<7=<7+l 
chs = c/w- 1  
END WHILE 
END
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Case 4: Initialize chs=l(s), cht=l(t), m\= 1, m2=l, q=0 , I(q)=s, F(q) = t. 
WHILE c/w>0 and c/ir>0
/  (<7 +l)=€A:c/i<3/ige (/ (<7 ),m t,element (F (<7) ^ 2))
F (<7 +\)=exchange (F (<7 ),m 2, element (/ (<7 ),m 2))
7 (<7+l)=(/ (<7 V  (<7+l),m 1^ 2)
a y(i+i) = ^(<7+l) 
m 2 = /n2+l
m 1 = mi+1
<7 =<7+1 
cht = cht-1 
chs = c/w—1 
END WHILE 
IF chs=0 THEN 
IF cht=0 STOP 
ELSE WHILE cht>0
I(q + 1) = add(I(q)jni,elefoent(F(q)jri2))
F(<7+ 1) = delete (F{q),m-2)
Y(q+l) = (I(q)J(<q+ l)snlsn2)
°y(i+D)(s»t) = ^(<7+ l) 
m 1 = /71 j+1 
<7=<7+l 
c/zr = c/zr- 1  
END WHILE
STOP 
END IF 
END IF 
WHILE chs>0
/(<7+l) = delete(I(q)jn{)
F(q+1) = add (F (<7 ),/n 2,element (/ (<7 ) jn !» 
y(<7+l) = (I(q )J (q + \)jn xjn i)  
a y(i+i))(s>t) — ^(<7+l) 
m 2 = m2+l
<7 =<7+1 
chs = c/w- 1  
END WHILE
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Figure 1 : Definition of sub-edges
Figure 2: The graph corresponding to H
Figure 3: The set {0,1,2,5,6} represented on a circle of numbers modulo 7.
